
 


TESLA model 3 checklist 
(4th quarter 2020) 




Congratulation! Lucky you, you´re driving a TESLA now!

VIN/FIN
ok

license plate, 
mounted

ok

mileage

place

date, time
signature, if necessary

name TESLA-staff

customer
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notes, agreements



car’s configuration and accessories 

exterior 

OK comment

body paint colour

battery (kWh)

power unit

interior design

autopilot

rims

snow tyre

Gen 2 UMC (recarger) grounding-typ plug

Typ-2 charging cable

warning triangle

first-aid kit

high-vis jacket

manual

key card two included

hitch

USB stick 64 GB, glove box

misc

OK comments

all body panels are mounted and fasted

painting (scratches, inclusions, dents)

rims (scratches)

head- and back light OK (broken lamps, torn 
glasses, moisture, correct installation)

black strip around windows  (fast, flush fitting)

chargeport (opens/closes correctly and fitting)
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glazing OK (no scratches, no glue etc)

The front and rear glass roof do not touch 

ll side windows move with no problem or unusual 
noise

Doors including trunk and frunk (opening / 
closing correctly without using too much force, 
door handles ok)

Door seals including trunk and frunk (correctly 
installed, not loose)

Gap (no paint / paint contact or much too big)

electric tailgate (functions checked)

Wipers OK and working

both key card working

Covering of the wheel arches ok (not loose, parts 
are missing)

the small magnet in the charging lid is properly 
glued

Indicator OK, both positions (briefly press for 3 
times flashing and detent)

Low beam OK

High beam OK

Windshield wiper position (do not hit each other, 
no paint flakes)

Brake lights and reversing lights OK

Exterior mirrors move in and out without making 
any unusual noises

Side cameras fixed, correct orientation

Rear spoiler firmly glued (only performance)

Lift mounts / battery suspension (under the 
vehicle) without cracks in the sheet metal, paint not 
scratched

Frunk and rear hood OK inside (no holes or 
defects at the glued and welded points of the metal 
sheets, viewing when open)
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interior
OK comments

Seats and bench (no scratches, scuffs, burrs, 
seams, also on the back) OK, check the electrical 
settings of the front seats (buttons)

Seat belts (clean, not twisted, no stains, fasten 
correctly)

Door panel OK (firm, no scratches, no cracks, no 
stains)

No paint defects on the door hinges

Rubber seals on the doors inside OK

Window lifter (open / close correctly without 
scratching, etc.)

Hazard warning lights works (button up)

Steering wheel (no scratches, cracks, stains)

Turn signal lever (snap in and release)

Glove box (opens / closes correctly)

Doors (unlock correctly from the inside)

Both emergency openings work

Interior lighting OK

Clothes hook at the back OK

Floor mats available (only LR and P)

Dashboard optically OK

USB ports OK (center console, glove box, rear)

Center console flap OK

Center console leather and stitching OK

Center console sliding hatch opens, locks, closes

The back seat can be folded down and set up 
again

misc
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technics 

drive 

OK comments

Display without scratches and pixel errors

Air conditioning and ventilation (cools / heats, 
ventilation can be adjusted)

Seat heating (all seats)

All inner buttons OK

12V socket works

rear view camera and side camera work

Microphone and voice control OK

All speakers OK

Front seats screwed tightly and make no noise

Front seats can be adjusted

Bluetooth pairing works

App works

vehicle's cellular connection works

if winter tires are fitted: new tire pressure sensors 
do not report any errors

OK comments

Steering wheel position (centered when 
driving straight)

Vibrations, imbalance

B-pillar noise

Noises (creaking, rumbling, grinding)
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Document error markings here 
(Recommendation: also document this with a photo, if necessary with adhesive markers)
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	(4th quarter 2020)

